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This is British artist Nick Botting’s fourth solo exhibition at our gallery, chronicling his recent visit to
our shores.
Just as most of the Impressionists made their way
to the south of France for the quality of light and
immediacy of the colours and landscape, so has the
Western Cape captured Botting’s imagination for
many of the same reasons. He has made the Cape
his own, bringing fresh eyes and a wonderful ability
to transcribe what he sees, in paint – the sweeping
vistas, the intimate moments, the languid beaches,
the searing hot Swartland, the pulsing city. Painting
en plein air has forced Botting to become a master of recording mood, weather, atmosphere and
human gesture with extraordinary economy, all the
while capturing the essence of a place as witness.
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This collection of paintings demonstrates this
perfectly, and is a refreshingly uncomplicated and
unjaundiced view of us and the place we live in.
- Charles Shields

“I like this sense of trying to record what
I have witnessed, and I value greatly
drawing and painting on site
the changing scene.”

“

I am the kind of painter who takes a canvas to

sense of trying to record what I have witnessed,

a desert or a beach or a street and stands there

and I value greatly drawing and painting on site

painting for as long as it takes to make the pic-

the changing scene sometimes for days on end,

ture work for me. And when I leave, I feel like I am

looking for a factor that ties the ideas together.

taking away some sort of evidence or proof of my
having been there as witness to something.

For the sake of trying to describe the process of
painting in the field (and without wanting to be too

I almost always return to continue to work and to

simplistic) here are a few points that need to work

look afresh at the scene, and see how I respond to

together: there are the unchanging elements like

it on another occasion, with a different mood and

the mass that is a mountain or the farmhouses or

atmosphere. There is then a sense of familiarity

fields in a subject; then there is the influence on

with the subject, and I find myself aware of things

that of factors like sun, heat, rain and wind; third,

that are different, like particular figures present or
absent, or perhaps a different energy to that particular day.

there are moving elements like people or animals
coming and going, clouds building or clearing, or
the sea itself coming in or going out. Lastly, there
is the very changeable mood of the painter, arriving in part influenced by the surroundings and in

I often find that a person will do something that de-

part bringing his own intentions and understand-

scribes the mood of a painting. For example, in The

ing. A picture then becomes a distillation of ideas

Dune above Sandy Bay a couple came over the

– selecting some and not selecting others, and

top, with their stuff, bowling down the enormous

with that choice directing the entire purpose of the

dune in just the way you would want to. I like this

painting.

To pick out a painting, the view at Riebeek West ap-

The fact that there is so much selection involved

pealed to me initially for the wonderful depth which

in painting, and so much watching and witnessing,

sang to me of Africa and space. For a couple of

makes the painter start to look for what doesn’t

hours I looked up and down the road at other views
across the valley, but I loved this group of houses
and the sense of life in the foreground and vast
landscape beyond.

change and what somehow feels like essential
information. Of course any artist would like to feel
that they are edging towards some kind of underto do that, as it has very much been my aim.

As I painted, I became aware of the endless comings and goings of the people, and noticed, perhaps
obviously enough, the path they had worn over
time. I enjoyed the sense of history this gave the

”

standing. I hope that some of these paintings start

image, as if they had been doing that for ever.

Then I discovered the shade of the tree I was working from was a popular choice for locals to escape
the heat of the day, and I found myself sharing that
space with a number of others. None of this has
any direct bearing on the image, but it does upon
the sense of being a part of something, and that in
turn is a part of engaging with the world and linking
that to the work.
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